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About This Game

Experience first-hand the challenges of leading one of 16 different races into unequalled galactic supremacy and face a universe
of decisions. Set policies, explore, build, declare war, negotiate - put all these elements into motion to guarantee your place in

the annals of space and time.

Are you prepared to become the Master of Orion, and to discover the truth behind the Orion Sector and its inhabitants?
Welcome to the world of Master of Orion 3. Your journey begins here.

Dominate the galaxy as any one of 16 unique races

Espionage, disinformation, subterfuge, betrayal, subversion and assassination - do whatever it takes to achieve victory

Dynamic galaxy generation ensures that no two games are ever the same
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Note: This game is a part of Master of Orion, Collectors Edition package which includes 3 original Master of Orion
titles available on Steam for the first time and new Master of Orion game published by WG Labs.

This game will available for stand-alone purchase at a later date in the future.
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Title: Master of Orion 3
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Quicksilver Software
Publisher:
Wargaming Labs
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2003

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1.8 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 7 Compatible

English
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Wow did the game designers have anyone that played the first 2 games actually test this one? Completely unintuitive gameplay
even after following the tutorials, no exciting diplomacy or combat. The UI is cold and hard to understand unless you're into
high level programming. Not to mention game looks unappealing and the races look uninteresting, even the opening cutscene is
blah. I totally enjoyed the first 2 MOs, but this one just asks what were they thinking?. Going back to the glory days of I and II,
loaded this up with excitement. What a failure. Graphics, interface, and programming makes it look like master of orion 1 beta.
Graphics don't even take up the full screen. Freezes the computer. I swear this was deisgned 25 years ago. I feel ripped off. I
own dozens of games on steam and this is my first review. All I can say is do not buy. If you want a good game grab galatic
civilizations 3 or x-com 2.. BEFORE YOU FLAME, THESE ARE MY 'PERSONAL' VIEWS.
Don't be fooled by hours played, i bought retail when released and got this copy in the new MOO bundle.(And still the flaws
persist.)

When it was released, it failed to live up to the promise made. The main attraction of the first two was the turn based combat
which at the time was the best option for strategy game as RTS sucked, as seen here with very lmited past 'charge at the enemy'
or 'run away'. Ship design was also dumbed down and the less said about the rigid fleet construction the better. ( Why can't i
field a fleet made of the ship classes i want, not what the computer program decides it HAS to have, who's in charge of this
empire anyway?) Ground combat was also revamped, again failed to live up to the hype and planet managment became so
automated and fiddly the fun was removed from that as well.. Moo3 Bankrupted Mircoprose and the company shut down.

The slogan of the game was "Fight the AI for control of your Empire"

I bought the pre order and strategy guide. I told my G/F that she won't see me for around a week and started playing. 4 hours
later I had enough. The strategy guide was written like a text book by a guy who really didn't care or want to play the game. The
game was just flat out boring. I remember a thread on their message board years ago called the Masturbator of Orion cause thats
what you did in this game. It was the funniest thread ever and that thread was almost worth the price of the game! LOL
. Spreadsheet on amphetamines
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Not winnable. Love this game over all the MoO series and included the new one. There are up and down for all species, wouldnt
hurt to get the guide and learn all you can to play it.. MOO3 is, conceptually, the greatest 4X game ever designed.

In implementation, there are some significant flaws, however, the gaming community went to great lengths to create patches and
work-arounds to fix these flaws and to help MOO3 become the masterpiece it is meant to be.

To this day, nearly every 4X game which reaches the market is attempting to either build upon this platform, or to distinguish
itself from it. The graphics may be severely dated, and the UI will be a challenge, but the content makes the effort more than
worthwhile.. What the hell happened to my MoO series? The newest one came out and I was a great fan of 1 and 2 so bought the
big bundle. Guess I missed 3 along the way... Kinda wish I had kept it that way. 1 & 2 you could sit down, and learn as you play.
3 dumps you into confusing screen after screen of reading. I actually love hard, complex games, but the more I read about the
game systems from their Master tutorial screens, the less interested I was in playing the game. Never even got to the point that I
sent out my scouts after over an hour. Just not into this one.. My favorite strategy game of all time.

Turn based system control with real time combat.
Real time large scale combat, with customizable ships.
MASSIVE tech tree... never finished it ever in any game.

Some hate the "micro management" aspect. But the depth of game play is... amazing.

Especially with mods, like MegaMod or MoO3 Unofficial Patch Mod *Vanilla* v1.5.

http://www.moo3.at/mods/index.php

I have had this game installed on my computers for years. I still have the orginal CDs.
No other space strategy game has ever bested it, IMO. Especially the massive battles with mods.. As fun as ever. To learn,
reflect, be patinent and to adapt are the abilities you should hold in yourself to play this game. If you got them you will find a
remarkable experience. If you are not able to catch the games sense then you are not the right person to play this game, it´s not
the games fault. For most of the players it comes down to a user error, the software works fine and does what it´s supposed to.
The thing why people hate it, is because of it is a game that wants you to manage not only one aspect but lots of aspects on a
micro, exo and macrolevel. If you hold at least a degree in sociology or psychology i recommend the game to you. If you are not
of this kind go and play stuff on your level.

Only proceed if you are the kind of peson who can dive into something and stay calm whenever challenges come up. The game
is imense challenging and you can play not only for hours on just one game, you can play for weeks (you should be able to
study). It comes down that if you play on the highest settings you might aswell plan two month every day spending between 5 -
10 hours with the game to finish it at least once.

Never ever again did I get so much out of a game. It is the ultimate challenge -- my advice do not play without brains and the
abilities i put up first.

This is more then just a game, proceed with caution. If you are not capable enough, drop it, it will wreck you.

To make it easy to understand: If you like sweet things, then step away here, it will frustrate you,it´s definitly not candy! If you
like bitter things and you can handle a beating from time to time plus you like learning, then this is the real deal. This game does
what no other game holds to you.. It won't even start up, I guess thats a good thing though.
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